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Abstrat
In this report we illustrate how a number of data analysis methods an be used to monitor a
sensor network. Analysis is made in the forms of visualization, dependeny analysis, and anomaly
detetion. The sensor network is monitored with respet to both the measurements made by the
sensors and the operation of the network itself.
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Bakground
Sensor networks are steadily inreasing in importane, for e.g monitoring, surveillane, and information
olletion tasks. Due to the speial onditions that is often the ase for sensor networks - many small
units often in dirty or extreme environments, limited battery life time, sometimes randomly positioned,
sometimes dynamially moving - it is important for reliable operation to monitor the ondition of the
sensor network itself.
In addition to the olleted sensor data transmitted through the network, there is also a lot of tra
data and status information about the sensor nodes. We will give examples here on how this information
an be analyzed to both detet problems in the sensor network and reveal relations between measured
attributes.
Test setup
We aquired data from a small sensor network set up at SICS, onsisting of six nodes plaed along a
orridor. Eah node had a set of sensors measuring temperature, humidity, and the light in two dierent
(overlapping) frequeny spans. They also stored information on the aumulated times during whih the
node was sleeping, running, in interrupt, listening, and transmitting. Eah node was sending its urrent
information at randomized intervals averaging to one every 16 seonds to level out the tra. On arrival
to the server the arrival time is also registered. Some pakages are lost, whih is registered at the server
by heking the sent pakages ounter in eah paket.
Data was olleted for about ve hours, whih gave 4352 pakets olleted at the server.
Data preparation
The rst step is always to lean up and pre-proess the data in a form suitable for the analysis to be
done. In this ase we are interested in both the node status (aumulated times in the dierent states)
and sensor readings, and also the possible relation between these two.
For example, at an early stage of this study there was the issue of whether fators in the environment
suh as e.g. temperature ould aet the energy onsumption of a node. However the only way to
estimate the energy onsumption is in terms of the time in eah state of the node, thus assuming that
eah state has a onstant energy onsumption independent of the environment of the node. Therefore it
was not possible to make this analysis based on these data. However, we will still analyze the orrelation
between the available node status and the environment, as an example of how it an be done in priniple.
Sine we are thus interested in the urrent state of the node at eah data sample, we hanged the
aumulated times from the start of the experiment into the aumulated time sine last paket from the
same node. To see if there was any relation between these aumulated times and the sensor readings,
eah sensor reading was hanged into the average between the urrent and last readings from the same
node. Eah transformed sample now ontains the information for a ertain time interval of a ertain
node: the time it had been in dierent states during that interval and rude averages for the temperature
humidity and light during the period.
This averaging over sensor readings from onseutive pakets from the same node was done to a-
entuate any eet between the aumulated times and the environment. However, in the general ase
suh mixing of data from dierent samples should be done with are, sine it introdues an artiial
auto-orrelation in the sensor values. In this ase however, we are not interested in the auto-orrelation,
whereas we are interested in the orrelation between aumulated times and sensor readings.
No missing data or obvious outliers were found in this data, so no further leaning was neessary.
Table 1 shows the attributes in data after preparation.
Visualization
The most obvious way of analyzing data, and at the same time gain an understanding for it, is to inspet
it visually. For this some visualization tools are needed. There are many dierent tools available on
the web, with all fany kinds of visualization approahes. Usually quite basi plots will do though, and
when something more advaned is required it may be too speialized to easily lend itself to an existing
visualization tool. We reommend using simple general purpose plotting programs that an be ongured
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Attribute Range Desription
NodeID node7, node8, node14, node36, node62, node103 Node identier
Time 45.328 - 17195.184 Time in seonds
Dt 3.4375 - 313.672 Time sine last paket
Drun 1282 - 29374 Running time sine last
Dsleep 32511 - 1254060 Sleeping time sine last
Dirq 0 - 35 Interrupt time sine last
Dlisten 33940 - 1283030 Listening time sine last
Dtx 6 - 412 Transmitting time sine last
PLost 0 - 17 Pakets lost sine last
Atemp 6421.5 - 6887 Temperature average
Ahum 818 - 1087.5 Humidity average
Alight1 56 - 79.5 Light 1 average
Alight2 70 - 111 Light 2 average
Table 1: Attributes in the preproessed data
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Figure 1: Temperature readings per node
to show exatly what you need in eah ase, rather than speialized fany pakages. The plots shown
here are basially very simple, with just some small useful features added.
Figures 1 to 4 show plots over the sensor readings from eah sensor node. One an see that the sensor
values have dierent ranges for the dierent sensors. One an also see some orrelations between the
sensors. Espeially nodes 14 and 62 follow eah other in all plots, presumably beause they are loated
rather lose to eah other.
It is also interesting to see the relations between dierent attributes. Figures 5 and 6 show the
temperature versus humidity, in the latter plot split up in dierent nodes. Figures 7 and 8 similarly
show light 1 versus light 2. The ovals among the dots represent one standard deviation of a multivariate
Gaussian tted to the data. The slope of the oval gives a hint of how orrelated the two attributes are.
To help judge the strength of the orrelations, there are also numbers on the top of the plots, representing
the mutual information between the attributes. As a rule of thumb, a mutual information below 0.1 is
worth nothing, whereas a value above 1.0 is a lear orrelation. Not surprisingly there seem to be some
orrelation between both temperature and humidity, and between light 1 and 2, both globally in the data
and within most of the individual sensors. That a orrelation appears both globally and loally is a good
hek that there is atually a real physial orrelation behind it, and not just either by hane or an eet
of a so alled "onfounding fator", i.e. a fator that is orrelated to both attributes and indues a false
orrelation between them when onditioned on.
For omparison, see gures 9 and 10 showing humidity versus light 1, and gures 11 and 12 showing
humidity versus light2. There are no signiant orrelations loally, and no global orrelation between
humidity and light 2, but between humidity and light 1 there appears to be a small orrelation. However,
this is learly only due to unfortunate plaement of the lusters representing the nodes. This is a rather
ommon situation, that someone disovers a seemingly signiant orrelation in data that onsist of
lusters, and it all depends on the plaement of the lusters. This redues the eetive sample size to
the number of lusters, making any signiane estimation based on the original sample size greatly
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Figure 2: Humidity readings per node
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Figure 3: Light 1 readings per node
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Figure 4: Light 2 readings per node
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Figure 5: Temperature versus humidity
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Figure 6: Temperature versus humidity per node
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Figure 7: Light 1 versus light 2
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Figure 8: Light 1 versus light 2 per node
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exaggerated.
Let us move on to the aumulated times. Figure 13 shows a plot over the time between onseutive
pakets. Exept that node 36 stands out with an unusually high value, it is rather hard to see anything.
It looks mostly like random noise. It should look that way though, beause the times are supposed to be
randomly seleted, and independent of eah other. In this ase it is more useful with a "prole plot", as
in gure 14. The attribute values are marked along the x-axis with lines. A Gaussian urve among the
lines indiate the mean and spread. Interesting here is to see whether there are dierenes between the
distributions for dierent nodes. From the plot it appears that all nodes are rather similar exept node
36 whih is markedly more spread out.
Figures 15 to 19 show the same thing for the dierent aumulated times. The onlusion is the same:
All nodes have similar distributions of aumulated times of the dierent kinds, exept node 36 whih
stands out. Figure 20 nally, shows the number of lost pakages for the dierent nodes. Again node 36
stands out. The physial explanation in this ase is that node 36 is plaed farthest away from the rest,
and thus fails more often when trying to send pakages to the others.
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Figure 9: Humidity versus light 1
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Figure 10: Humidity versus light 1 per node
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Figure 11: Humidity versus light 2
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Figure 12: Humidity versus light 2 per node
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Figure 13: Time series of elapsed time between pakets per node
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Figure 14: Prole plot of elapsed time between pakets per node
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Figure 15: Aumulated running time per node
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Figure 16: Aumulated sleep time per node
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Figure 17: Aumulated interrupt time per node
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Figure 18: Aumulated listen time per node
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Figure 19: Aumulated transmit time per node
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Figure 20: Lost pakets per reeived paket and node
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Figure 21: Elapsed time versus listening time
It also turns out to that all the aumulated times are quite orrelated to eah other. As examples,
gure 21 shows elapsed time versus listening time, and gure 22 elapsed time versus running time. There
is also a strong onnetion to the number of lost pakets, as shown in gure 23. This is not so surprising,
sine the time between onseutive sent pakages is approximately the same, so for every lost pakage
the aumulated times sine the last reeived paket inreases with about the same amount.
Interesting is also to see if there are any relations between the node status, as measured by aumulated
times, and the sensor readings. Figures 24 to 27 show some plots between aumulated times and sensor
values. There are no signiant orrelations whatsoever between any of them. As disussed in the
beginning this is as expeted. Limited interation between measured values and the operation of the
nodes is of ourse generally a good thing.
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Figure 22: Elapsed time versus running time
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Figure 23: Pakets lost versus running time
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Figure 24: Running time versus temperature
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Figure 25: Running time versus light 2
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Figure 26: Pakets lost versus temperature
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Figure 27: Pakets lost versus light 2
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Dsleep Dlisten 3.80916
Dt Dlisten 2.87824
Dt Dsleep 2.87385
Drun PLost 2.54541
NodeID Atemp 2.07683
NodeID Alight1 1.83518
NodeID Ahum 1.76139
NodeID Alight2 1.58292
Drun Dlisten 1.35001
Dt Drun 1.32984
Drun Dsleep 1.32926
Dtx PLost 1.26332
Dlisten PLost 1.20287
Dt PLost 1.18872
Dsleep PLost 1.18654
Drun Dtx 0.955335
Dlisten Dtx 0.776248
Dsleep Dtx 0.770398
Dt Dtx 0.760071
Alight1 Alight2 0.592881
Atemp Ahum 0.481117
Dirq PLost 0.462413
Dirq Dlisten 0.458202
Dsleep Dirq 0.457796
Dt Dirq 0.4537
Drun Dirq 0.426425
Dirq Dtx 0.349056
NodeID PLost 0.289107
NodeID Dtx 0.289107
Atemp Alight1 0.287347
Atemp Alight2 0.174723
Ahum Alight1 0.117047
NodeID Drun 0.110623
Table 2: The strongest pairwise orrelations
Dependeny analysis
When there are many attributes it may not be possible to arefully wath eah pair of them manually.
It may also be hard to see whih orrelations are signiant and whih are the strongest. A the same
time, one often very interesting aspet of the data is the dependeny struture between the attributes.
Therefore automati tools for nding dependenies are needed.
Table 2 shows the pairwise orrelations between the attributes, sorted in desending strength, and
trunated below 0.1. Again orrelation is measured as mutual information. Table 3 shows the strongest
orrelations that make up a tree, also depited in gure 28. This gives a good hint of whih attributes
that primarily aet whih others. All orrelations are measured as mutual information between the
attributes. For ontinuous attributes a Gaussian distribution is assumed. For disrete attributes a
Dirihlet distribution (generalization of the Bernoulli distribution to more than two outomes). The
advantage of using mutual information instead of e.g. the orrelation oeient, is that it works for all
dierent distributions, inluding ombinations between ontinuous and disrete ones, making it possible
to ompare the orrelation between all attributes of dierent types in the data.
As an be seen, the node id is very strongly orrelated to many other attributes. Suh a hub
attribute, whih is also disrete, is usually good to single out and ondition the others on, sine this may
reveal further interesting struture. In this ase it just means looking at eah node separately. Table
4 shows the dependeny tree orrelations for eah node, and in gure 29 the average tree (the tree
ahieved by rst averaging the orrelations for the dierent nodes and then taking the strongest ones
without loops) is depited. Mutual information below 0.1 an be onsidered as noise and is ignored in
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NodeID PLost 0.289107
NodeID Atemp 2.07683
NodeID Ahum 1.76139
NodeID Alight1 1.83518
NodeID Alight2 1.58292
Dt Dlisten 2.87824
Drun Dlisten 1.35001
Drun PLost 2.54541
Dsleep Dlisten 3.80916
Dirq PLost 0.462413
Dtx PLost 1.26332
Table 3: The strongest orrelations forming a tree
Figure 28: Dependeny graph
Figure 29: Dependeny graph when onditioning on the node id
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node7 node8 node14 node36 node62 node103
Dt Dlisten 2.66167 2.69813 2.73164 2.41422 2.64282 2.6654
Drun Dlisten 1.29549 1.31016 1.25452 1.65856 1.12034 1.26832
Drun Dtx 1.54495
Drun PLost 2.33608 2.31698 2.35796 2.1909 2.10774 2.33323
Dsleep Dirq 0.382426 0.341784
Dsleep Dlisten 2.96132 2.96705 2.97492 2.79088 2.96197 2.96604
Dirq Dlisten 0.354534 0.42147
Dirq PLost 0.414845 0.683484
Dtx PLost 1.12234 0.951409 1.15029 0.923568 1.06794
Dtx Alight2 0.016431
Dtx Atemp 0.008098
PLost Ahum 0.008179
PLost Alight1 0.006745 0.005059
PLost Alight2 0.030668 0.023315 0.020159
Atemp Alight2 0.057533 0.047199 0.112422 0.042988
Atemp Ahum 0.367928 0.204381 0.196245
Ahum Alight2 0.041086 0.073083 0.02332 0.026846
Alight1 Alight2 0.037274 0.140919 1.17439 0.694563 0.298781
Table 4: Tree orrelations per node
the graph.
When onditioning on the node id, there appears a weak orrelation between Alight1 and Alight2,
and between Atemp and Ahum, whih was not visible in the rst graph. Eah is present only for some
of the nodes (ompare with gures 6 and 8). There should be no surprise that the dependeny graphs
may dier between nodes. In this ase for example some nodes are plaed suh that there is a orrelation
between the responses from the two light sensors, whereas others are plaed so that the responses are
independent. (The amount of orrelation in this ase depends on the frequenies from the nearby light
or heat soures.)
After onditioning, the dependeny struture between the aumulated times and PLost is basially
the same. (There is some variation between the nodes, mainly about whih attribute is strongest to Dirq,
sine they are all of the same size order.) This similarity indiates that all nodes operate muh the same.
There are no signiant orrelations between the measurements (Atemp et.) and the ounted times
(or PLost) after onditioning. This onrms the onlusion from above that they are not ausally on-
neted.
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Node7 -0.351351
Node8 -0.981289
Node14 -0.728844
Node36 7.571326
Node62 -0.761529
Node103 -1.514451
Table 5: Anomaly sores for the nodes
Anomaly detetion
Another very useful tool for sensor networks is automati anomaly detetion. This an detet either
nodes that behave dierent from the rest, or that hange behavior over time. It an of ourse also detet
hanges or unusual values in the sensor readings, either globally or loally.
In this ase we will look at the aumulated times and try to nd nodes that behave dierent from
the rest with regard to the fration of time spent in dierent states. We will use the ISC tool [Ekman and
Holst, 2008℄ developed at the IAM lab at SICS. The tool takes the vetors of time readings, aumulated
per node and normalized with the total time, and builds a statistial model over them. Then eah node's
aumulated time vetor is ompared to the model, and a deviation sore is alulated, whih is the
normalized log likelihood of the vetor given the model. If this sore is between -3 and 3 (orresponding
to 3 standard deviations from what is expeted) the node is onsidered quite normal with respet to the
given attributes. Values above 3 is onsidered unusual, and should warrant extra attention. Values above
10 is denitely abnormal, i.e. ould not our just by hane when everything is normal.
Table 5 shows the deviations for the dierent nodes, based on their aumulated times, i.e. Drun,
Dsleep, Dirq, Dlisten, and Dtx. Maybe not surprisingly, node 36 stands out strongly. We have already
seen visually, in gures 15 to 19, that the node has longer times in the dierent states between reeived
pakets, as a onsequene of a higher fration of lost pakages. But here we don't look at the absolute
times, but the relative time spent in dierent states, so this is something additional that is dierent with
this node. Closer inspetion of the anomaly detetor reveals that the main ontribution to the anomaly
sore omes from the longer time spent in the transmit state, Dtx, and also to some degree from a longer
time in the interrupt state, Dirq.
Conlusion
We have shown examples on how data analysis in the form of visualization, dependeny analysis, and
anomaly detetion an be used to monitor both the status of the network itself and the data olleted by
the network. Although this was only a small example network with limited interesting relations between
the attributes, it illustrates the general idea of the methods, and shows the potential of using these
methods also on large sensor networks and in prodution use.
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